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1.0 Introduction 
 
This paper discusses how two French linkers quoique and bien que function from the perspective 
of time-linear grammar. Previous information-based or formal approaches to linkers, tended to 
use coherence relations and a variant of Rhetorical Structure Theory (Mann & Thompson 1986) 
to frame their analyses (Sanders, Spooren & Noordman 1993, Marcu 1996, Fraser 1990, Hovy & 
Meier 1994). These approaches did not model the natural language understanding process as a 
linear, left-to-right phenomenon that happens in the flow of time. The analysis in this paper is 
framed in Discourse Information Grammar (DIG) (Sévigny 2000, 2002, forthcoming, 
forthcoming a, b, c), a lexicalist, procedural approach that models natural language 
understanding as operating in a left-to-right, linear, non-derivational fashion. Section two 
presents a very brief description of how DIG works. Section three presents a discussion of 
quoique and bien que, the phenomena under examination. Section four very briefly discusses 
how DIG and Relevance Theory might be compatible. The conclusion presents a quick summary 
of the arguments of the paper. 
 
 
2.0 Overview of Discourse Information Grammar 
 
Discourse Information Grammar (DIG) is based on the idea that natural language understanding 
works from left to right, starting with a bare initial representation and then enriching that 
representation as additional information is accumulated as a result of combining the feature-
structure representation of the initial word with those of subsequent words and/or structures. 
Linguistics has recently seen a rise in interest in time-linear grammar with the development of 
such theories as Dynamic Syntax (Kempson et al. 2001), Axiomatic Grammar (Milward 1996), 
Surface-Compositional Linear Internal Matching (SLIM) (Hausser 1999), Markov Syntax 
(Tugwell 1998) and Linearized Phrase Structure Grammar (Shin 1987). All of these approaches 
have in common that they study the construction of linguistic representations in the flow of time. 
These approaches also differ somewhat from the view that knowledge of language consists of 
abstract, declarative syntactic constraints which operate without motivation from the procedural 
dynamics underlying the intermediary representations necessary for modelling the left-to-right 
flow of natural language understanding. Rather, DIG and the other dynamic time-linear 
approaches to grammatical analysis claim is that linguistic competence is the ability to assemble 
representations of linguistic information incrementally (dynamically) and that children learn the 
words, information and operations necessary to deal with that information accumulation. To take 
this approach, it is necessary to define lexical items and the rules for combining them under two 
working principles: a) input is linear and occurs one word at a time; b) as a text evolves, the 
information it contains is constructed incrementally and may be edited as required by new input, 
making the intermediary representations non-monotonic and defeasible. There is no process of 
matching against a pre-established structure, as in SLIM, nor is there any reliance on a set of 
phrase-structure rules. Rather, DIG syntax in some ways resembles dependency-based 
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approaches to syntax, with the incremental construction of constituents of a structural, functional 
and conceptual nature. There is no necessary, pre-set overarching S node.  Instead, there are 
relational dependencies between minimal discourse information units.  
 
 
In order to proceed in this manner, DIG relies heavily on a well thought out lexicon, designed to 
meet the needs of linear, incremental information accumulation.1 In DIG, words and linguistic 
signals fall into seven basic categories: names, relators, separators, terminators, particles, 
fillers, and commentators. Of these categories only the first four will be examined in this paper. 
The emphasis on written language means that for now, DIG is mostly a theory of text-linguistic 
interpretation. It is in this context that most of the current DIG analyses have been carried out 
(cf. references to my work above). In DIG, a text is viewed, whether complete or not, as an 
orchestrated cable of information with several lines or substreams. The following is a partial list 
of these substreams: lexical, structural, functional, situational, logical, anaphoric, semantic and 
topical. As words are input and processed, information accumulates and begins to interact to 
form situational meaning and discourse structures. Continuing with the orchestral metaphor, just 
as not all the instruments of an orchestra need be (equally) active at any given time during the 
playing of the score (viz. the text being processed), so it is that the several substreams of 
discourse information need not be at the same stage of development, activation or even 
specification. In order to model this type of growth, informally, DIG views information from 
three complementary perspectives: a) default; b) underspecified; and c) specified, but subject to 
any necessary corrections as necessitated by new developments (usually following from 
information generated as a result of processing new input).  
 
 
As words are input and processed, they combine into various structures according to syntactic 
rules but before these structural units can be integrated into the discourse stream, they must 
checked for admissibility. If  and only if the new mininal discourse information unit is 
compatible with previous information can it be functionalized and integrated into the current 
discourse stream. As for the discourse stream itself, until it can be completely closed, it is 
assigned the status of discourse-fragment. When complete closure is triggered, the discourse-
fragment is assigned the status of ‘discourse information unit’. Each unit type encapsulates 
additional information. These several concepts are illustrated in the examples below. 
 
 
Schematically, in DIG, discourse is viewed as a set of integrated partitions, called discourse 
information units (DIU).   
 
(1) Discourse = DIU1 + . . . + DIUn  
 
Discourse information units, in turn, are viewed as connected partitions, called minimal 
discourse information units as in (1) below: 
 
(2) Discourse  information unit = MDIU1 + . . . + MDIUn + T 
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where each minimal discourse information unit consists of functionalized structures connected in 
two fundamental ways to other minimal discourse information units: a) functionally and b) 
relationally.2  The final symbol ‘T’ represents a terminator which, for the present paper, will 
consist of one of the following sentence final markers: period, interrogation mark, exclamation 
mark and the semi-colon. Consider the texts: 
 
(3) Quoiqu’il fût très fatigué, Pierre est allé à la réunion. 
 
(4) Pierre est allé à la réunion, quoiqu’il fût très fatigué. 
 
If we first read them through and then effect an analysis, we can derive a representation which 
can act as a pattern or an abstract structure which, in fact, represents this type of utterance. In 
other words, we are operating in terms of complete texts. In DIG, we proceed differently: one 
word at a time. Viewed from this perspective, the problem becomes quite different, as can be 
ascertained by considering the following possible questions which can be asked after processing 
a word: 
 
a) What kind of word is the new input? 
b) What is its structure type (s-type) 
c) Is it compatible with what has been processed so far? If so, in what way? If not, why not? 
d) Can it be added to what has been processed so far?  If so, what sorts of changes will it 

trigger? 
e) What new information does it bring?  Trigger? 
f) What changes or clarifications does it trigger? 
 
In order to deal with these questions, each word must contain some minimal amount of lexical 
information: information of a conceptual nature, as well as limited amounts of world knowledge 
related to the word in question. In addition, the information which it brings will trigger new 
relations and interrelations, thus creating an information network. The problem DIG faces is how 
to deal with these and many other questions within the stringent time limitations imposed by 
real-time linear text processing, an activity routinely handled by humans during natural language 
processing. Any theory of time-linear grammar must aim at theoretical elegance and simplicity. 
One promising path involves the concepts of default values and underspecification. 
 
 
In terms of word categories,  DIG views nominal structures as names which are usually used as 
arguments for relators. Such nominal structures may even  incorporate events as in (5) below: 
 
(5) That he kept getting up in spite of all the pain he was evidently enduring surprised us 

all to no end. 
 
where the subordinate noun clause is assigned the f-role of SUBJECT. In order to be able to 
assume this f-role, the clause must be nominalized, that is, assume the nature of a name. In 
English, the name’s immediate position before the verb surprised causes it to be assigned the f-
role of SUBJECT. In (6) below, the very same nominal structure is assigned the f-role of 
DIRECT OBJECT: 
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(6) We were surprised when we learned that he kept getting up in spite of all the pain he 

was evidently enduring. 
 
The pivotal role played by relators as well as the complex nature of discourse information 
accumulated by DIG requires that relators have a fairly rich lexical representation which covers 
the parameters of the discourse stream. That this is the case becomes evident when we consider a 
typical information template for linkers, the subcategory of relators dealt with in this paper: 
 
[INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE] 
 
TEXTUAL INFO PROCEDURAL INFO LINKS TRIGGERED 
INPUT-NAME F-ROLE TRIGGERED Lexical 
TEXT-ID L-ARG: TYPE Structural 
 L-ARG:D-LEVEL Functional 
LEXICAL INFO L-ARG:LOGICAL ROLE local contextual 
ENTRY-NAME L-ARG:HEAD Logical 
LINKER-TYPE  Situational 
LINKER:SEMANTIC INFO R-ARG: TYPE Anaphoric 
LINKER:LOGICAL PATTERN R-ARG:D-LEVEL Semantic 
LINKER:POLARITY-CHANGE? R-ARG:LOGICAL ROLE Topical 
NO-OF-ARGS R-ARG:HEAD  
EMBEDS-RIGHT-ARG?   
 
Table 1: A template for linker-related information (conceptual, procedural, link-types). 
 
This is not an exhaustive template, but it does indicate the bulk of the information and processes 
which accompany the processing of a linker. Below is a series of brief descriptions of the 
attribute features listed in the template.  
 
2.1  Brief Definitions of Linker Attributes 
 
INPUT-NAME: The letters which identify this lexical entry. 
 
TEXT-ID: Textual ID. Could be a running integer count. Not used in this study. 
 
ENTRY-NAME: the ‘word’ heading listed in the lexicon. This paper will not enter into the  
difficulties which still need to be resolved here. For instance, should homographs with different 
s-types be treated as separate entries or as different subentries for a generic name entry? In DIG 
this problem is a “contained problem” meaning that its resolution will not affect the workings of 
DIG although there could be gains/losses in processing speed from the decisions taken. 
 
LINKER-TYPE: There are nine common types of linkers: the empty linker (denoted by #), 
pronouns, prepositions, postpositions, relative pronouns, coordinating conjunctions, 
subordinating conjunctions, conjunctive adverbs, separators (non-terminal punctuation marks, 
such as the comma, the dash, the colon, etc.). 
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LINKER:SEMANTIC-INFO: the semantic attributes which capture the content meaning of the linker. 
 
LINKER:F-ROLE-TRIGGERED: a linker along with its right argument triggers functional roles, which 
usually represent forms of MODIFICATION. 
 
LINKER:LOGICAL-PATTERN: linkers usually trigger a simple logical pattern. At times, however, 
the pattern may be more complicated as in the case of bien que which triggers contrast which is 
realized as an overriding of the expected results normally triggered by  the r-arg (See example 
below). 
 
LINKER:POLARITY-CHANGE?: At times, a linker will trigger a relation which involves a 
connotative value change. For example, the linker quoique subsumes a contrast based on doing 
something or not doing it depending on the relative connotative value of its arguments. 
Schematically, this can be captured in the following pseudo-implicatory expression:  
(p → ~q) ∧ q. To see how this works, consider the following examples:  
 
(7) Quoiqu’il fût très malade, il est venu à la réunion. 
 
In this case the connotative value of r-arg: il fût très malade is negative. Hence we would expect 
that he would not come to the meeting, but he did. Consider, now, the bizarre effect of the 
pseudo-implicatory expression: (p → ~q) ∧ ~q.  
 
(8) Quoiqu’il fût très malade, il n’est pas venu à la réunion.  
 
We are left wondering what the point of the utterance was. 
 
NO-OF-ARGS: the number of arguments which accompany a linker. Most have two arguments, but 
occasionally, one only as in the case of starting an utterance with que used as a nominalizer 
 
(9)  Qu’il soit venu me surprend! 
 
EMBEDS-R-ARG?: Some linkers embed their right arguments. Prepositions, subordinating 
conjunctions,  and relative pronouns do so regularly. Others, such as pronouns, coordinating 
conjunctions never do. 
 
F-ROLE-OF-R-ARG: This refers to the functional role of the ‘linker + r-arg’. Often, this will differ 
from the functional role of the ‘r-arg’. For instance, the f-role of la table in sur la table is OP 
(object of the preposition sur), although the functional role of sur la table is, say, 
MOD:ADV:LOCATION. 
 
L-ARG:TYPE: the left argument of the linker. Its type constrains the type of linker that may follow 
it. A subordinating conjunction will usually require a verb or a modifier as left argument. A 
preposition usually requires a noun or a verb or a modifier. There is a close-knit relation 
obtaining among left argument, linker and functional role. 
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L-ARG:D-LEVEL: an arbitrary value to indicate the degree of nesting or embedding within an 
utterance. In this study, non-embedded content is considered to be at d-level 0. Each embedding 
decrements this level by 1. 
 
L-ARG:LOGICAL-ROLE: Everything we say has a logical value of some sort, these can include 
illocutionary forces. Most sentences are usually a form of assertion, although they may involve  
an implication, a contrast, a negation, etc. The interesting thing to note is that once a logical 
pattern has been triggered, the rest of the information is accumulated in a way which is identical 
to assertion, even when the result is an interrogation, an exclamation or a command. This is very 
important to the DIG analysis of wh-questions (Sévigny, forthcoming c) 
 
L-ARG:HEAD: The main word in a structure, as a noun is HEAD of a nominal structure. In the 
examples below, we see that the HEAD accumulates the various attribute feature values which 
enter into its structure. 
 
R-ARG:TYPE: All linkers have a right argument. Note that the terms ‘left argument’ and ‘right 
argument’ are relative to the linker, not to their position in an utterance. For instance,  in  
 
(10) Bienqu’il fût malade, Robert s’est rendu à la réunion. 
 
the left argument occurs after, that is to the right of the right argument il fût malade. 
 
R-ARG:D-LEVEL: If embedding is triggered by the linker, the r-arg will be one level below the l-
arg of the linker. 
 
R-ARG:LOGICAL-ROLE: Normally, this will be assertion of some sort. But some relations will 
trigger a different logical role. For example, ‘il n’avait pas étudié’ has the logical role of 
‘cause/reason’ in  
 
(11) Il n’a pas bien réussi, parce qu’il avait pas étudié. 
 
R-ARG:HEAD:  See above: L-ARG:HEAD 
 
LINKS TRIGGERED:  
 
LEXICAL: refers to any feature value(s) from two or more connected words which need to be 
compatible. For instance, if a text is developing a description of hunting birds, each HEAD noun 
would have to be compatible vis-à-vis, say, +bird, +predatory. If the word tire slips in, then it is 
probably incompatible with the topic of ‘hunting birds’. Lexical links play an important role in 
establishing topic chains. Entry-name LEXICAL values are frequently used to capture the presence 
of repetition. 
 
STRUCTURAL: usually refers to serialization phenomena. For instance, structural links are used to 
capture information that describes a number of such phenomena such as parallel structure, 
repetition, emphasis, etc. 
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FUNCTIONAL: bindings between arguments and compatible structures with compatible functional 
roles.  (See below under example (15)). 
 
LOGICAL: logical roles which gradually complete logical patterns. For example, if a logical 
pattern of assertion has been initiated and serialization is triggered, this will extend the logical 
pattern possibly beyond a single discourse unit. 
 
SITUATIONAL: refers to participant and event roles, including complementizer roles. 
 
ANAPHORIC: the resolution of pronoun and antecedent or postcedent, pro-verb and event 
antecedent, pre-verb and event postcedent, etc. 
 
SEMANTIC: any of the various semantic attribute fields which can be connected into, say, a chain 
of such attributes. A different type of semantic connection involves hierarchical relations. A third 
example is the establishing of a semantic network where all key words are linked vis-à-vis a 
certain generic or hyperonymic concept. 
 
TOPICAL: discourse involves situational networking. One way of monitoring this development is 
to check for topical consistency and integrity and for additional relations which will effect 
additional connections between/among two or more topics. 
 
 
From these linker attribute descriptions, we see that a linker contains three general types of 
information: textual, lexical and procedural. What is not immediately evident is that linkers also 
trigger two additional types of information: anticipatory and networked/relational. This is 
suggested by several attributes: logical pattern triggered, triggers-polarity-change?, no-of-args, 
embeds-right-arg?, f-role-triggered, l-arg:head, r-arg:head. Anticipatory information reduces 
the amount of active decision-making required during normal discourse processing. For instance, 
in cases where the reader/listener is taking in a completely novel situation, very little anticipatory 
information is taken in at any given time with the result that communication slows down to short 
inputs at a time. As familiarity with the cognitive schemas necessary for interpretation increases, 
these inputs become more familiar and processing can operate more efficiently.  
 
 
In terms of processing linkers, two common cases are discussed in this paper: 
 
a)  the linker comes first; in this case neither the l-arg nor the r-arg is known 
b) the l-arg is processed before the linker is input 
 
In the examples, we will see that order of processing does not affect the informational outcome, 
but the amount of information immediately processable and anticipatable will vary. Finally, it 
bears repeating that the several attribute fields of a processed linker are usually at various stages 
of specification. Some, at times, may not even receive any specification at all if it is not 
necessary. To summarize the discussion thus far: when a linker is processed, normally more than 
one substream of information is affected. What happens can be schematized as follows: 
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i) the linker’s lexical information is processed 
ii) left argument information, if available, is verified  
iii) logical information is processed and set up as a pattern 
iv) discourse level may be affected, if the linker embeds its right argument 
v) the polarity valence may be changed, depending on the nature of the linker just processed 
vi) any of several links may be specified or may be potentially triggered 
vii) two functional roles will be specified and/or triggered: the immediate f-role of the r-arg 

and the functional role of the linker and its right argument. Often, these two f-roles are 
different and of different scopes. 

viii) a number of semantic attributes will be checked for consistency with argument values, 
semantic integrity and logical adequacy, especially if there is a polarity change which 
must be effected. 

ix) argument type will be checked and enforced, if necessary (For example, a preposition 
must be followed by a nominal structure or a temporarily nominalized structure) 

x) the local context may be updated to incorporate additional situational information 
 
This list is meant to be suggestive rather than complete, but it is extensive enough to indicate that 
linkers, relators in general, trigger a lot of activity, much of it anticipatory. This is not unusual, 
given the pivotal role played by the class of relators in general in a theory of left-to-right 
interpretation. Let us now illustrate these concepts at work. 
 
 
3.0 Worked examples 
 
It should also be noted that much of the information presented in the table above could be 
presented in an HPSG-style AVM notation. This would, however, reduce clarity in the context of 
this article. 
 
Consider the input: 
 
(12) Quoique 
 
From its template: (step 1 only at this point) 
 
[INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE] 
 
TEXTUAL INFO Step 1 Step 2 
INPUT-NAME <quoique>  
TEXT-ID -  
   
LEXICAL INFO   
ENTRY-NAME Quoique quoiqu’ 
LINKER-TYPE subordinate-conjunction  
LINKER:SEMANTIC INFO field: logical 

type: concession: +adversary 
 

LINKER:LOGICAL (P(r-arg) → ~P(l-arg)) ∧ P(l-arg) 
or 
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PATTERN TRIGGERED (P(r-arg) → P(l-arg)) ∧ ~P(l-arg) 
TRIGGERS-POLARITY-
CHANGE? 

Yes  

NO-OF-ARGS 2  
EMBEDS-RIGHT-ARG? Yes  
   
PROCEDURAL 
INFO 

  

F-ROLE TRIGGERED mod:adv:concession (P(r-arg) → ~P(l-arg)) ∧ P(l-arg) 
L-ARG: TYPE S: HEAD: verb-structure  
L-ARG:D-LEVEL 0  
L-ARG:LOGICAL ROLE result: assertion: P(l-arg)  
L-ARG:HEAD verb-structure  
   
R-ARG: TYPE S:HEAD: verb-structure être(il, très fatigué) 
R-ARG:D-LEVEL -1  
R-ARG:LOGICAL ROLE Cause:negative implication:  

P(r-arg) → ~P(l-arg) 
 

R-ARG:HEAD verb-structure  
   
LINKS TRIGGERED   
Lexical   
Structural   
Functional   
Logical  être(il, très fatigué) → ~P(l-arg) 
Situational  participant1: il 

relation1: être(il, fatigué) 
relation2: ? 

Anaphoric  il = ? 
Semantic  l-arg:type: event 
Topical   
Table 2: Representation of information triggered by quoique in steps.  
 
we know the following: 
 
i) the left argument will probably be of type VERB; 
ii) the right argument will be of type S or a reduced S; 
iii) the logical structure will be ((P(r-arg) → ~P(l-arg)) ∧ P(l-arg); 
iv) the right argument will be embedded one level below the left argument; 
v) there will be a realization of the left argument, although one or more properties in the 

right argument normally prevents the left argument from being realized;  
vi) certain sundry morphological details pertaining to tense, such as the verb of the right 

argument being in the subjunctive mood;3 
 
It is to be noted that at the moment of processing (12) above, none of  this information is actual. 
Thus, linkers trigger a lot of information anticipation. This is important because of the necessity 
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to operate with the limits of real-time natural language processing. The psychological reality 
underlying this observation is easily verifiable. One has but to consider the halting processing 
which results when a linker equivalent to quoique needs to be processed in a newly acquired 
language. It is also interesting to note that extra processing time is normally required if the right 
argument involves negation, as in (13) below: 
 
(13) Quoiqu’il ne fût pas très faible, Pierre n’a pas pu soulever le poids. 
 
Normally, this will cause some hesitation in most speakers. Its logical structure is also more 
complex, as can be seen in (14) below: 
 
(14) ((P(~ (r-arg)) → ~(P(~(l-arg))) ∧ P(~(l-arg))) 
 
Continuing with our sample text, we will skip ahead to the end of the right argument. This 
yields: 
 
(15) Quoiqu’il fût très fatigué,  
 
The information accumulated to date is summarized schematically in bold in table 2, step 2 
above and commented in more detail below: 
 
i) il has default index values +masc, +sg, +3rd person. Its form indicates that its most 

probable functional role will be SUBJECT. Its antecedent is unknown, but it will have 
index values +masc, +sg, +3rd person. At this moment, an anaphoric link is anticipated. 

 
ii) fût is the verb ‘être(nominal-1, {complement})’. It is marked +past, +static, +sg, +3rd 

person, +subjunctive. Since it follows immediately after a nominal phrase which is 
compatible with it, it triggers the assignment of the functional role SUBJECT for that 
nominal phrase. So far, a situation has developed where PARTICIPANT:DOER  = il and 
the RELATION is ‘être(il, {complement})’. Since quoique requires that its right 
argument be of type ‘S’ or an ellipsis of it, there is anticipation that more information is 
to follow. 

 
iii) très is a modifier, a member of the class of intensifying adverbs. these values are part of 

its lexical specification. We now anticipate a modifier or a prepositional phrase to follow 
with the functional role of MODIFIER:ADV:INTENSIFIER. For reasons which cannot 
be justified in this article, we also expect the modified word to be of category 
ADJECTIVE. This is connected to the lexical properties of ‘être( )’. Thus, we expect 
input to follow très to be assigned the functional role MOD:ADJ:DESC. This could turn 
out to be different. It is for developments like this one that the representations generated 
by DIG, need to be defeasible. 

 
iv) fatigué has category ‘adjective’. Hence, it meets anticipated information requirements 

perfectly. Since it also is marked +masc, and +sg, it can be unified with ‘il’ which now 
takes on the attribute values attached to fatigué. From these attribute values, we can now 
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assign a negative value to the polarity value of the right argument of quoique. This will 
create the anticipation pattern (16) below: 

 
(16) (P(r-arg) → ~(P(l-arg)) ∧ P(l-arg) 
 
That is, it is now expected that whatever the event in the left argument of quoique will be, it 
should not take place because il is marked [+très fatigué]. But the left argument event will take 
place. Also implied are semantic attribute features connected with event and fatigué, but we will 
not pursue this development. We mention it merely to point out just how much internal 
information does accumulate during text processing. 
 
v) when the separator ‘,’ is processed, the right argument has reached one of two states: 
 closure or a form of elaboration or serialization. Only further input can enable a decision 
 on this matter. 
 
So far, we have the following situation: (not all details are included) 
 
SIT: PARTICIPANT-1: DOER: ‘il’ = ? 
 RELATION: être(il, très fatigué); +static, +past, +durative 
 LOGICAL RELATION: concession: il + fatigué → ~P(l-arg) 
 COMPLEMENT: fatigué: il + fatigué 
 discourse type: NARRATION/DESCRIPTION 
 time: +past, +static 
 
Sufficient details has been included to ensure a parsimonious representation. At this point, we do 
not know what the left argument will be, but we do anticipate that it will contain a verb, that it 
will indicate that an action has been carried out although the attribute value +fatigué, unified to 
the DOER is not completely compatible with the event(s) expected to be effected by the DOER. 
It is to be noted that DIG assembles more than structural or functional information. Also 
generated are: situational information4; logical information; temporal information; numerous 
intra-situational networks of relations (event-type, intra-lexical world knowledge, semantic field) 
which serve as constraints and checks for various forms of discourse consistency. In addition, 
DIG also involves the recording of anticipated input types and relations, in addition to recording 
the progress of logical type and pattern development.  
 
Continuing with our example, we now process (17) below: 
 
(17) Pierre est allé à la réunion 
 
Once Pierre is processed, the anaphoric link anticipated when il was processed can be specified 
since il and Pierre are feature-value compatible. Since il = Pierre, the PARTICIPANT has not 
changed, although it has been specified more clearly. Hence, the same situation is being 
developed. The new RELATION ‘aller(Pierre, {complement})’ is an event marked +process. 
This is compatible with the expected event which is not supposed to happen because the feature 
+fatigué, unified with Pierre when the anaphoric reference resolution bound it with il, implies 
the potential negation of an event marked +process. Finally, the linker à, whose template 
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resembles the template for quoique, triggers a prepositional phrase which is marked for direction 
and location because of attribute values attached to ‘aller()’. Thus, the situation has now 
developed into (again, only salient details are included for the sake of brevity): 
 
(18) PARTICIPANT: DOER: il = Pierre 

RELATION:  1. être(Pierre, fatigué); 
   2. aller(Pierre, à la réunion) 

COMPLEMENT: 1. fatigué 
    2. à la réunion 
 

Logical type: concession 
Logical Pattern:  1. P(r-arg) = être(Pierre, fatigué) : +negative 

    2. P(l-arg) = aller(Pierre, à la réunion) → -fatigué 
    P(r-arg) → ~P(l-arg) 
    P(l-arg) 
 
It is interesting that an explanation could be added seamlessly if the speaker/writer continued 
with, say, the linker parce que. It is also possible to follow this text with yet another concession 
by using a second quoique (or bien que) as in (19) below: 
 
(19) Quoiqu’il fût très fatigué, Pierre est allé à la réunion quoique celle-ci ne fût pas très 

importante. 
 
The text, however, is becoming a bit bizarre for most speakers. Instead, let us end it with the 
terminator ‘.’ (period). The terminator indicates that the text has arrived at complete closure. 
This triggers recursive closure of any structures not yet closed. It will also close the situation as 
well as the logical pattern triggered by the logical type CONCESSION. Since both arguments 
close correctly, and since their polarity values are compatible with the logical structure of 
CONCESSION, the logical type and pattern generated can be marked +complete. Once these 
various closures have taken place, information accumulated in the text is finalized in terms of the 
several types of information accumulated by DIG. It is always possible to continue with 
additional texts, each contributing information, organized as networked situations as described 
above. At times, the situations themselves are networked, at times fused into composite, even 
nested situations, or generalized into higher-level more abstract situations. In this manner, DIG 
handles multi-sentential texts in a fashion quite analogous to how it deals with single sentence, or 
single fragment texts.5 Each ‘higher’ level triggers additional types of information, which, when 
combined, accumulate the information contained in the processed text. 
 
3.1.1 Additional Remarks 
 
1. DIG processes words one at a time, and builds up structures. As soon as it is possible to 
assign an unambiguous functional role to a structure, the functionalized structure is integrated 
into the discourse stream as a discourse fragment. At this point, situations are generated and a 
number of networked relations, constraints and checks for various forms of consistency are 
activated. These various activities are based on simple unification (see Shieber 1986, Carpenter 
1992, 1997). 
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2. The concept of situation in DIG differs from the situations defined in Situation Semantics 
(Barwise & Perry 1983). In DIG, situations are merely schemas for representing the basic 
conceptual structure relationships such as DOER, RELATION, COMPLEMENT. Additional 
information is added to indicate logical type and patterns being developed, temporal and aspect 
indications, especially as they pertain to event types. For instance, an event marked +static lends 
itself naturally to the discourse type NARRATION. It is possible for a situation to have its 
RELATION component indicated by a linguistic phenomenon other than a verb, but the usual 
RELATION indicator is a verb and its arguments. However, there is nothing barring the 
conversion of the final state of a DIG analysis into a Situation Semantic representation. 
 
 
3. As has been already indicated, anticipation plays an important role in the DIG approach 
to information accumulation. In part, this is meant to meet the stringent time limitations imposed 
by the requirements of real-time natural language processing. It is also a claim that when humans 
learn a language, especially their first language, they are acquiring much more than vocabulary, 
morphology and syntactic rules. They are also actively learning about contexts, or situations to 
use DIG terminology, anticipations both of pattern and of input, strategy, constraints, late 
specifications and monitoring for consistency as well as resolving various problems of structure 
ranges and domains, ambiguity, and pattern control. These hidden dimensions of text 
processing/(re)generating need to be taken into account when we formulate scientific text-
linguistic theories, materials and tests in the context of language acquisition. 
 
3.2 Another example 
 
In this section, I will describe informally how DIG aplies to an example taken from a paper by 
Villy Rouchota, a relevance-theorist (Rouchota 1996). I will, however, concentrate my remarks 
on the linker which occurs in this example. As we will see, there is a great deal of hidden 
ambiguity not apparent at first glance but that comes to light when scrutinized one word at a time 
for the information it yields. The example is taken from Rouchota (1996:3): 
 
(20) He votes Tory but I trust him. 
 
In this example, the linker but is a coordinating conjunction. Among its requirements is that its 
left argument and right argument agree in type or at least be compatible type-wise. The actual 
mechanics of how DIG establishes just exactly what constitutes the left and right argument for 
coordinating conjunctions will not be gone into here.6 Suffice it to say, that first the right 
argument must be finalized before its mirror left argument can be established. In this case, we 
have:  
 
(21) r-arg = I trust him 
(22) l-arg = He votes Tory 
 
Two of the semantic attribute values of but are that it triggers negative implication and contrast 
between its two arguments. This can be represented as: 
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(23) (P(l-arg) → ~P(r-arg)) ∧  ~ ~P(r-arg) 
 
If (23) looks familiar that is to be expected because underlying it is the logical type: concession, 
since (23) simplifies to (P(l-arg) → ~P(r-arg)) ∧ P(r-arg) which is the same as example (16) 
above. By substituting although and reversing the left and right arguments, we find ourselves 
back in the central topic of this paper: dealing with quoique or bien que. Rouchota’s example is 
no more than a disguised form of concession and can be rendered as: 
 
(24) Bien qu’il vote Conservateur, j’ai confiance en lui. 
 
which carries much of the flavor of: 
 
(24’) Although he votes Tory, (nevertheless) I trust him. 
 
DIG establishes the r-arg I trust him, closes it, backtracks to find a subject and a verb, in this case 
He votes Tory, and sets it up as the left argument. Once that has been done, attempts to specify 
the semantic values of ‘negative implication’ and ‘contrast’ are made. This leads to the left 
argument negatively implying the right argument for the intermediate stage (25), then the 
contrast negates the right argument for the final stage (26): 
 
(25) He votes Tory → I do not trust him  (Remember: the r-arg has been established) 
 
(26) He votes Tory → ~(I do not trust him) = I trust him.  
 
It is also to be noted that DIG will also uncover other hidden ambiguities in this simple example. 
For instance, it is probably assumed that the subject is not a Tory, but this is not necessarily so. 
Thus, we have at least four ways of interpreting (26): 
 
(26-a) He is a Tory and I am not. Still, I trust him. 
(26-b) He is a Tory and I am a Tory also. I find it strange that he should vote Tory. I do not 

really trust Tories. But I do trust him. 
(26-c) He is not a Tory and I am not either. Still, in spite of his strange choice, I trust him. 
(26-d) He is not a Tory and I am a Tory. Why would he vote Tory?  Still, I trust him. 
 
There is a lot of ambiguity in both cases which has not been discussed. DIG allows the linguist to 
note these various cases of ambiguities and if the text ends as in (20), a DIG analysis allows the 
linguist to note each possible pathway and choose interpretation (24’) as default case. 
 
 
4.0 DIG and Relevance Theory 
 
There are several properties which make DIG and Relevance Theory complementary, as alluded 
to in the introduction. First, the various links and constraints effected during intermediate 
information accumulation stages, contribute to concretizing the relevance of each information 
situation as it develops. This amounts to a claim that intermediate contexts and constraints 
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precede and thus generate relevance, an idea that supports one of Relevance Theory’s 
fundamental claims, namely that as representations are constructed for utterances, anticipatory 
schemas are brought up which limit the possible encyclopaedic and/or lexical knowledge 
necessarily active at any given time (Sperber & Wilson 1986/1995:Chapter 2). Second, we saw 
that linkers contain conceptual information as well as procedural information, just as indicated 
somewhat informally in Diane Blakemore’s seminal work (Blakemore 1987) on the semantics 
and pragmatics of discourse linkers. For instance, ‘quoique’ contains the semantic notions of 
‘concession’, ‘implication of event non-occurrence’ and ‘realized  event’; pendant que, for 
instance, contains the conceptual notion of ‘parallel time’, etc. In addition, linkers contain 
arguments which are constrained by logical structure and which must effect various feature 
consistency checks. Allowing linkers both conceptual and procedural information enhances their 
capability to generate anticipated information requirements. This capability, in turn, results in a 
model which is more faithful to the claims of Relevance Theory since it simplifies the dynamics 
of intermediate situation creation. The main difference being that DIG makes use of 
decompositional lexical semantics and proceeds word by word rather than sentence by sentence 
without resorting to an intermediary level of logical form (LF).  A more amply developped 
model of networked situation creation could serve as a formal basis for the construction of 
explicatures. 
 
 
5.0 Conclusion: What do linkers link? 
 
 
We will now briefly address the question of what linkers, in fact, link. We have seen that in DIG, 
they link lexical information, attribute feature values through the process of unification, 
structures via functional role assignments, networked situational components and relations, 
semantic features, various relational links and constraints such as anaphoric links, logical pattern 
components and stages, delayed and/or edited feature specifications, anticipated words, 
structures, situational components, and various relator arguments via functional role assignments 
and other relational links. More importantly, what we have shown is that the question that one 
must ask when discussing linkers is “What do linkers trigger?” The answer to this question is 
that they trigger pragmatic procedures which create anticipated informational and structural 
schema that must be resolved to arrive at a successful final informational state in the left-to-right 
processing of a text. 
 
Notes 
 
1. A few requirements for a formal lexicon are described below in the examples. For a more 
thorough description of lexical entries designed  to treat differenct phenomena in a left-to-right 
grammar, see Sévigny (forthcoming). 
 
2. In a fully fleshed out version, particles, fillers and commentators will also figure in the texts. 
The term ‘relationally’ is not very satisfying.  It is meant to refer to the many ways words and 
structures can be in informational relationships with one another: lexically, structurally, 
functionally, situationally, logically, anaphorically, semantically and topically. Some of these 
will be described in the examples below. 
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3. Similar observations hold for bien que and malgré que, although there are differences in 
emphasis and focus which will not be explored here. 
 
4. For a more detailed look at how situations are built up in DIG, see Sévigny (2002) 
 
5. Thus the name of my approach: “Discourse Information Grammar”, rather than simply 
Linguistic Information Grammar or something in that vein. 
 
6. See Sévigny (forthcoming a) for a treatment of coordination in DIG. 
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